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CREATOR FRAMEWORKS

5 Principles to Grow Your Following More Effectively 



THE 80/20 RULE1



What is it?

 

          Once upon a time, a scientist observed that in a corn field, only 20% of the plants yielded a

massive 80% of the total crop, while the other 80% of the plants only yielded only the rest of the 20%!

          Whether it’s 80/20, 90/10, or even 99/1, you can observe this rule of asymmetry at play in pretty

much anything:

20% of your friends give you 80% of your happiness

20% of your day is when you create 80% of your most productive work

10% of Bob’s customers account for 90% of his total profits

5% of Roxy’s students account for 95% of the headache in her classes



How it applies 
to creators:

The first 1-20% of your video determines whether or not 80%+ of your

audience decides to stick around and keep watching. What can you

do to maximize the effectiveness of that first 1-20% of your video? 

Only 1-20% of your followers are truly loyal fans. Who are they? What

are their common characteristics? How and where can you find more

of these people? It’s always more important to cultivate the strength

and loyalty of your following, not its size. If you have a million followers

but none of them feel strongly about your work and aren’t impacted

by your work at all, what’s the point? Focus on the 1-20% of your true

fans, and everything else will take care of itself.

          The entire point of the 80/20 rule is to maximize that 20% (or the

minority percentage) that gives you 80% (or the majority percentage) of

the good results, and also to eliminate the 20% that gives you 80% of the

headache. So consider a few of these applications for your content and

growing your following:



Of all the work you produce, 1-20% of the content you make will

account for 80%+ of all views & bringing in of new followers. What are

the common characteristics in that 1-20%? What frameworks and

lessons can you create for yourself so that you are consistently

creating as high of a floor as possible whenever you create new work?

You don’t want to become formulaic, but creating an ongoing list of

lessons for yourself of what you’re always learning ensures your work is

always improving and your following is growing. Make sure to keep

editing this list as you unlearn and learn new lessons for yourself.



KICKASS INCENTIVES2



 

          Consider why people put their time and energy into any activity. It all has to do with incentives.

The more that incentives are aligned with what people naturally want, the more action is sparked. 

          J. Paul Getty, a famous entrepreneur back in the day (he’s the dude behind the Getty Museum in

California) once confronted a man in his company who wasn’t pulling his weight. The man was an

aspiring entrepreneur himself, but just wasn’t satisfied with the same paycheck he was getting every

month; he wanted to start his own business. 

          Getty proposed an idea: if the man could lead the entire branch of his department and get more

sales, he would get a percentage of those profits for himself. The man, excited at the opportunity to

exercise his entrepreneurial spirit, ended up rehauling the entire department and multiplying revenue

with tons of innovative ideas - resulting in more sales than ever! Getty and the man both ended up

reaping handsome rewards from this new incentive structure.

What is it?

 



 

It’s always a good idea to diversify the platforms you're on. If, for

example, you want to move your audience from YouTube to

Instagram - what kind of content can you put on Instagram that is

distinctly different from your YouTube content and provides

incentives for your following? When I was Creative Director at

Jubilee, we used to put out Instagram stories that asked for prompts

that we could put in our YouTube videos, and we would credit

whoever submitted the prompts in the YouTube video itself. When we

announced this on our YouTube channel, our Instagram following

exploded. What are ways you can do the same, to incentivize people

to collaborate with you or follow you on different platforms?

          What do your true fans want? Do you have incentives in place for

them to take actions that help both them and your following? Here a few

ideas of how to apply incentives to grow your following:

How it applies 
to creators:



Determine a product or service your true fans would absolutely love.

Then hold a giveaway where you reward 3-5 of your true fans based

on who you felt wrote the most helpful feedback for your work and

how the content can be improved. It's a win-win: you get tons of

helpful feedback, you build your community of true fans more, and

they are rewarded.



RADICAL TRANSPARENCY3



 

          One of my favorite entrepreneurs is Ray Dalio. He built the world’s largest hedge fund from

scratch, and has signed the Giving Pledge to give away the majority of his vast fortune to charity. Ray

believes in “radical transparency” - to actively seek out differences of opinion. One time in a TED talk

he shared about a subordinate emailing him after a meeting saying, “Ray, you deserve a ‘D-’ for your

performance today in the meeting… you did not prepare at all because there is no way you could have

been that disorganized.” While most people would have been hurt by this, Ray took it as a great sign to

be able to improve his work.

          When you seek out differences of opinion with no ego to uncover blind spots and improve the

excellence of your work, it results in far higher quality work, more personal growth, and higher growth in

any goal you're going for.

What is it?

 



 

Find a few close friends and create a "radical transparency" circle.

These friends can give you honest feedback on your work before

you release it to the public. When you release something with no

feedback, there's a high chance you might be missing something -

and you risk damaging the relationship with your followers. Always

make sure you’re releasing the highest quality work possible - and

that can only happen after you’ve gotten feedback before you

release your work. The best people to get feedback from are fellow

creators, because they realize just how important it is to receive

unfiltered feedback for one’s work. If somebody says only good

things about your work all the time, just know that it might not be

helping to elevate your work to the next level.

          Radical transparency and seeking honest feedback can improve

your content vastly, especially if you’re just starting out - and ultimately

leads to healthier growth of your following. Here are a few ideas to

implement this principle:

How it applies 
to creators:



Consider creating a mini focus group with just your most loyal fans for

the sole purpose of sharing feedback for your work. True fans would

love to see exclusive sneak peeks of your latest work, and they get to

feel like collaborators with you. But make sure they’re not saying only

good things about your work. Explain to them what you're looking for

and provide great incentives or rewards for them to give truly honest

feedback. 

Find one of your favorite creators and offer them extreme value in

return for them giving you brutally honest feedback about your work.

One of my former screenwriting teachers broke into Hollywood by

paying a successful screenwriter $2,000 to read his script and give

feedback. You don’t have to shell out money, but you can definitely

find a way to offer creative value to creators you admire. Veteran

creators truly give the most valuable feedback! 



INFORMATION FROM
THE MASTERS4



 

          We live in a world where you can pretty much look up anything online. The problem is, there are

lots of people out there giving bad information and advice. Time and time again I’ve seen people look

up information, except they either never check their sources - or they take some random stranger’s

advice without questioning it. 

          The first insight is that indeed, in undergoing any endeavor, you can find people who’ve done it

already - and you can learn from them vicariously so you don’t have to take as much time learning the

same things they did. But the second more overlooked insight is this: seek out information only from the

masters who’ve had the remarkable results you want for yourself. 

What is it?

 



          Who would you rather get advice from if you’re learning swimming - an olympic gold medal
swimmer, or a local swimming coach? If you’re a video content creator, would you want advice from
somebody with a YouTube channel with 35%+ VTS score, or somebody with <1% VTS?* 

*Note: If you’re confused about what VTS is, please see my first free training video here.

https://www.ienchi.com/free-training-video


 

Understanding why packaging (thumbnails and titles) are so

important on YouTube, explained by Veritasium, a creator with

8.29M subscribers and an avg VTS score of 42% for his latest 5

videos

A general breakdown of why Mark Rober is such an effective

YouTube creator by Paddy Galloway, a creator with 215k

subscribers and an avg VTS score of 367% (!!!) for his latest 5

videos

          There are tons of resources for creators. But more importantly,

seek advice and information only from creators who have built

followings of 100k or more, and have an average VTS score of 20% or

more for their latest 3-5 videos. Here are 2 resources that have helped

me from some masterful creators with remarkable results:

How it applies 
to creators:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fHsa9DqmId8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Wuse0RBRiE&feature=youtu.be


GO LOOONG, 
NEVER SHORT!5



 

           In the clout culture we live in today, it’s too easy to get caught up in all the hype about views

and subscribers. But as I explained in the first free training video, it's more important to build an

ongoing, long term relationship with your following - not to just get one-off results from one piece of

content. 

          At the end of the day, we’re talking about creating relationships with legitimate human souls, not

just numbers on a screen!

          If you look at all the way so many creators try to grow their followings, quite frankly, it’s crazy! If

somebody came up to you in person and just told you to subscribe to their channel without any reason,

would you? Yet so many creators ask people to subscribe at the start of their videos without the

audience ever having seen any of their content. 

What is it?

 



          If somebody came up to you in person and they started randomly spewing about their day and
all the things they love - but you weren’t interested in the slightest in what they had to say, you’d try
and get away from them wouldn’t you? Yet so many creators vlog about their personal lives and talk
about all sorts of personal experiences of theirs - but without any valuable takeaway or broader
consideration for what is truly valuable to other people and their following.

          A good rule of thumb: if you wouldn’t do it in person, don’t do it in your content.



 

          Building a relationship with your following (and especially your

true fans) is a matter of building real relationships with human souls,

except it just happens to be online. There’s no such thing as remarkable

results from shallow relationships that haven’t deepened over time.

Focus on providing consistent, deep value for your following - and the

growth will come automatically with time.

          Most creators are so focused on trying to get all the views and

subscribers now now now that they are constantly killing any chance of

building truly authentic relationships with their following over time.

Don’t be one of those creators grabbing at short term results! Realize

that your following is made up of real humans. Real humans require

time to get close and build a relationship.

How it applies 
to creators:



          Proper growth looks like an exponential curve. At the beginning, it
will seem like there are no results. But really, you are laying the
foundation for exponential growth to happen all by itself later down the
road as you build stronger and stronger relationships with your following. 

          As time goes by, your true fans will become your word-of-mouth
marketers, your loyal customers, and returning viewers for all of your work.
As your number of followers in your healthy pipeline of throughput
increases, algorithms will pick up and push your work with zero effort on
your part - and you won’t ever have to worry about trying to grow ever
again.

what most creators 

are trying to do

what healthy growth 

actually looks like



           Remember, the examples I've provided are only that - examples. Take the time to understand

these principles at the deeper conceptual level so that you can come up with applications of your own.

          I'd love to hear from you your own feedback or how you implemented these principles! 

           You can sign up for an email list at my website www.ienchi.com for more exclusive free trainings

& lessons, and updates about my work.

     Hit me up on Instagram with questions, comments, or anything else! Unless I'm overloaded with

messages on the day of, I do my absolute best to get back to everyone.

That's it!

 

https://www.ienchi.com/
https://www.instagram.com/ienthekorean/


Summary/Cheatsheet

THE 80/20 RULE1
RADICAL TRANSPARENCY2
KICKASS INCENTIVES3
INFORMATION FROM
THE MASTERS4
GO LOOONG, NEVER SHORT!5

Maximize the most effective 20% of

your audience & content

Seek opposing views and radical

transparency for your work

Provide kickass incentives that align

with your followers' desires

Seek information only from master creators whose results

you want for yourself (with 100k+ subs & 20%+ VTS)

Humans (your followers) take time to develop

relationships with. Go long, not short.


